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CANEGROWERS BURDEKIN ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of Canegrowers Burdekin was held last Thursday night
at Canegrowers Hall, Home Hill.
A full house received an update on performance for the past financial year
together with a forecast of the financial results for the current year from Regional
Manager, Debra Burden.
Chairman Phil Marano provided an overview of efforts taken to reduce growers
constantly increasing input costs mainly:
Membership Levies: Membership and Water Perils levies of 23 cents have been
retained at the same rate or lower since 2010

CANEGROWERS Chairman Paul Schembri addresses
the meeting

General Rates: ongoing lobbying of the Burdekin Council to treat cane farmers
fairly in regard to general rates. Cane farms represents only 26% of the total land
valuations in the region but cane farmers unfairly pay close to 50% of the general rates
Insurance: the introduction of the CANEGROWERS Insurance Broker service has saved many growers thousands of dollars in insurance
premiums
Electricity: Canegrowers have dedicated significant resources to lobby both the State and Federal Governments on the matter of the
unsustainable increases in electricity prices. For this year these efforts resulted in the State Government agreeing to a 10% increase in
electricity pricing rather than the QCAs proposed 20% increase. Worryingly indications are that the QCA may be proposing an increase of
27% for the 2014/15 year
Water: as with Electricity, Canegrowers have dedicated significant resources to lobby the State Government in regard to fair treatment
for all irrigators in the Burdekin
Fertiliser: Canegrowers implemented a “Retain Ravensdown in the Burdekin” campaign which has
Phil spoke of the following additional activities that have kept Directors and Management occupied:



initiating meetings with the other four Burdekin Collectives with the goal of leaving the politics aside and focusing on coordinating
our efforts to reduce growers input costs. Some support was gained in the areas of Ravensdown Fertiliser, insurance and Council
general rates
revamping our communication and marketing to increase our profile both with members and the public. This mainly included the
ongoing upgrading of our weekly e-newsletter, now called canenews and the recent introduction of a facebook page, Twitter as an
instant communication tool and our very own APP
continues page 2

Scan on your
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download our
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Join us on
@BurdekinCANE
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unsuccessfully fighting to resurrect the Burdekin Agricultural College as NACETTA …
the Northern Australia Centre for Excellence for Trade and Tropical Agriculture
successfully providing information and encouraging members to Vote and Vote Yes
to establish Sugar Research Australia and in regard to the BSES asset transfer
successfully working with the CANEGROWERS Queensland Transport and Safety
Committee to ensure the industry retained the right to transport cane bins
uncovered
supporting the Burdekin Women in Sugar to host the WISA Annual Forum
finalising the constitution to allow for the establishment of the new Burdekin Cane
Auditing Services (BCAS). It is anticipated that BCAS will be operational for the 2014
season
completing the Rural Water Use Efficiency Project with over $550k allocated to
over 30 projects
unsuccessfully endeavouring to introduce a Cane Contractors Association with the
goal of strengthening this weak link in the supply chain
planning for the implementation of the new Smartcane BMP

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Chairman
Phil spoke of the reinstatement of Invicta Cane Growers Organisation Ltd (ICGO) as a
Phil Marano
collective/ representative body in competition to Canegrowers Burdekin by a break-away
group led by former CANEGROWERS Qld Director and then Canegrowers Burdekin Deputy
Chairman, Mr Mario Barbagallo. Advising that not only did this incident result in the further splintering of the growers voice in the
Burdekin (now five separate collectives) but the financial impact on CBL of the loss of the 70 members ( 850k tonnes) was significant,
reducing income by approximately $200k pa (20%) for future years.

Phil thanked long term directors Vince Papale and Gary Stockham both of whom did not seek re-election and welcomed our four new
Directors being Steve Pilla, Roger Piva, Sib Torrisi and Arthur Woods. Phil also thanked former Chairman, David Lando who took the
opportunity to step back to the role of Deputy Chair.
Phil advised attendees that on 15th August, 2013 we made a formal approach to Kalamia Cane Growers Organisation Ltd (KCGO) to
merge. Stressing our research indicated that a merger would provide real benefits to the members of both organisations by not only
enhancing their own profitability and viability but also by improving the viability of the cane industry in the Burdekin. Financial modelling
indicated that a merged entity may result in a reduction of membership fees of between 5 and 7 cents per tonne for members of both
organisations and would provide a united voice which would represent approximately 4 million tonnes and 66% of all growers in the
Burdekin. The Board of KCGO declined our approach.
The two guest speakers for the night included the new Chair and the new CEO of CANEGROWERS Queensland, Mr Paul Schembri and Mr
Brendan Stewart.
Paul provided the meeting with an update on the work being undertaken by CANEGROWERS Queensland with particular focus on the
benefit of unity and the doors this opens with Government, stating Government recognises that CANEGROWERS is the force in the cane
industry, representing close to 80% of all cane farmers in the country.
Paul also provided an overview of the work undertaken so far in regard to endeavouring to reach a sustainable solution with the Federal
and the State Government on electricity pricing, plus the work being undertaken on free trade to rid the world of export subsidies to
provide a level the playing field. Paul spoke of the work undertaken to date to move towards growers having title to their two thirds of
the raw sugar (Growers Economic Title) as growers have a right to transparency and a say in marketing.
New CEO, Brendan Stewart provided an overview of his farming background together with an overview of his time as CEO and Chair of
the AWB, his time as Chair of the Grains Council of Australia and Vice President of the National Farmers Federation. Brendan advised
that his goal for his time with CANEGROWERS is to leave a legacy for the next generation of cane farmers - a legacy whereby
CANEGROWERS Queensland is well resourced and well-structured to continue to take the fight up to Government.
Phil closed the meeting by stating “we remain optimistic about the future and moving towards our mission of becoming a truly effective,
enduring and unifying force in maximising the profitability, productivity and sustainability of cane growers in the Burdekin, now and for
the future.”
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers businesses
Below is a summary of just some of the actions undertaken by your CANEGROWERS Queensland in the past week to help you and the
cane industry. Current as at 26 November 2013

A fortnight of state, national &
international forums
CANEGROWERS started last week with the NFF
Member’s Council meeting & AGM in Canberra.
CANEGROWERS congratulate Brent Finlay who was
elected as the NFF President. Brent has committed
that he will work on driving the agenda away from
politics and back onto policy in trying to get better
outcomes for farmers.
The WABCG and International Sugar Organisation
yearly consultation is on this week in London. The
Australian cane industry is represented at the forums
by CANEGROWERS Chairman Paul Schembri, CEO
Brendan Stewart and Economist Warren Males. This is
followed by a meeting of the Global Sugar Alliance, at
which CANEGROWERS will continue to detail our firm
support for ridding the world of export subsidies to level
the playing field





Ports Governance Review


Electricity


Marketing
QSL has advised that its Board has approved the
RSSA and has circulated it to the mills for their
approval.



NFF


CANEGROWERS is supporting the NFF call for
disciplines on foreign investment in agriculture industry
infrastructure.

SRA Young Industry Participants
Forum


CANEGROWERS has nominated 18 young growers to
participate in Sugar Research Australia’s forum in
Townsville on December 2. The intention of the forum
is to seek next generation insights and viewpoints on
sugarcane industry drivers, challenges, research and
development
activities
and
future
industry
opportunities.

CANEGROWERS Manager of Environment and
natural Resources Matt Kealley recently attended a
workshop on measuring agroecosystem health in rural
industries - the needs and challenges, hosted by the
CSIRO Sustainable Agriculture Flagship.
The
workshop looked to explore and discuss the concept of
agroecosystem health (AEH) in Australia and explore
opportunities to develop a collaborative, multi-sector
community of practice for demonstrating and
communicating AEH.

Ian McLeod (CEO, Ergon) has advised that Justin
Fitzgerald will be the key point of contact to develop the
MoU between Ergon and CANEGROWERS to cover
electricity issues such as:

Improved access to data.

Working together to develop a suitable network
tariff structure for food and fibre producers that
could be submitted to the AER for approval in
the next round.

Identifying the costs of electricity, so that costs
going to regulators for use in their cost reflective
calculations reflect actual costs.

Exploring ways to link regional power supply to
regional use.

Managing the transitional issues for Ergon tariffs
that are likely to flow from any deregulation of
electricity prices that would see QCA’s oversight
role change from price determination to price
monitoring.

Sugarcane Gene Technology






Health in rural industries workshop


The Australian Sugar Industry Alliance has made a
submission to the Queensland Government’s ports
governance review. Formal submissions will be made
on the Transport, Housing and Local Government
Committee’s Parliamentary Inquiry into rail freight use
by the agriculture and livestock industries as well as to
the Draft Queensland Ports strategy.

CANEGROWERS chairs and coordinates the activities
of the Sugarcane Gene Technology Group (SGTG) and
is a member of the Agricultural Biotechnology Council
of Australia.
Sugar from GM sugarcane is being produced in
Indonesia and sugar from GM sugar beet is being
produced commercially in the USA.
Although there is no GM sugarcane ready for
commercial production in Australia, the R&D effort is
progressing well.

Qld Rural Industry Training Awards


Ron Mullins represented CANEGROWERS at the
Queensland training awards last week as a guest of
QRITC. The awards recognise individuals and groups
who contribute to training outcomes benefiting rural
industry.
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KFSU HOSTS POTENTIAL
INVESTORS FROM JAPAN

Horan & Bird & CANEGROWERS understand that
one of the biggest expenses in your business is
your power bill, and Horan & Bird know how to
drastically reduce that expense for you. On
Friday 13th December we’d like to shout you
lunch and a few beers to clarify how.
Horan & Bird will be explaining to you just how
easy it is to potentially bring your daytime
consumption down from 30 cents to just 9 cents.
This can be achieved by installing solar systems
on your irrigation pumps with some very attractive
offers for you including Leasing and Power
Purchasing Agreements.
Enjoy lunch on us, without pressure or obligation
and during this time Horan & Bird can answer all
your questions relating to solar, cleaning,
maintenance, longevity of solar panels and
especially how it can work for you.

Friday 13 December
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill
12.00pm
RSVP to Tiffany on 4790 3600
or email tiffany_giardina@canegrowers.com.au

KFSU Ltd Managing Director Gordon Edwards hosted a tour of
potential investors from Japan on Wednesday.
The group included Mr Masanobu Baba, the Representative
Director from the important Business in Asia Association (third
from left in photo) and Mr Osamu Murata, President of Relief Co
(second from right in photo).
The tour was designed to show case both the cane industry in the
region and KFSU and provide the potential investors with an
overview of where KFSU was heading with particular enthuses on
the fact that over the coming months KFSU would commission a
world first manufacturing plant that will produce 1,320,000
kilograms of sugar cane dietary fibre per annum.
Following successful trials into the Australian and Japanese
markets, the Federal Government has supported KFSU’s expansion
into commercial scale production with a grant of $1.8million
through its Commercialisation Australia grant program.
Gordon advised that now is the time for both additional
international and local investors to come on board. For local
investors the minimum investment is $10,000.
Gordon is
contactable on 0457 399 324.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin offers payroll services for your employees
including weekly, fortnightly or monthly pays via EFT.
PAYROLL SERVICES

Your superannuation and monthly reporting needs are taken care of and
your Group Certificates distributed and lodged with the ATO.

Members get 50%
discount

For more information on this service contact
Tiffany on 4790 3601
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MINISTER MCVEIGH
CONTINUES AG COLLEGE
REFORMS
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, John McVeigh
introduced into the Queensland parliament the Agricultural College
Amendment Bill 2013 to continue the reforms that the Ernst and
Young report pointed to as necessary if the Agricultural College
Corporation was to emerge from the years of mismanagement as
part of the public service.
Essentially the College Corporation will be restructured as a
statutory body with its own board, and the two local College
Boards at Emerald and Longreach which were established earlier
this year. There is a name change as well, to Queensland
Agricultural Training Colleges (QATC) and it will deliver “the training
needs of industry” at six regional centres as well as at the two
residential campuses. The statutory board members for QATC have
yet to be nominated.
Early this year CANEGROWERS Burdekin along with the Burdekin
Shire Council and other interested parties undertook a campaign to
resurrect the Burdekin Agricultural College as NACETTA (Northern
Australia Centre for Excellence for Trade and Tropical Agriculture)
which was unsuccessful with the Burdekin campus being sold at
auction.

SUBMISSION TO THE
EMISSIONS REDUCTION FUND
The Emissions Reduction Fund (ERF) is a core component of the
Federal Government’s Direct Action plan to cut Greenhouse Gas
Emissions by 5% from 2000 levels by 2020. The ERF will replace
the existing Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI) and have an initial
allocation of $300 million in 2014/15, $500 million in 2015/16 and
$750 million in 2006/17.
The CANEGROWERS submissions focused on several key areas,
primarily:

CANEGROWERS previous engagement with the Land
Sector Package and the CFI

The potential for the sugarcane industry to be a source of
large scale abatement

The need for research into sequestration and mitigation
opportunities and how they impact on the sugarcane
cropping system

Retaining the negative impact exclusion

Banding of the ERF credits, to allocate specific credits for
use by cropping industries

A methodology of calculating the price for credits in
cropping industries

Loading of credits to encourage early adoption of
abatement practices

Potential penalties for emissions above “Business As
Usual” – CANEGROWERS does not support the
introduction of a penalties mechanism.
The Federal Government will release a Green Paper on the
development of the Emissions Reduction Fund for public
comment in late 2013, with a White Paper containing the final
policy design to be released in early 2014.
The Federal Government will separately review the Renewable
Energy Target in a separate process in 2014.

Mark Whitten
our Ravensdown
Account Manager
Call Mark on 0437 748 856
to start saving money now!
The Burdekin campus of the Australian Agricultural College that was
sold at auction earlier this year
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SUGAR RESEARCH
AUSTRALIA (SRA) INDUSTRY
CONSULTATION FORUM

CHANGES TO VEGETATION
MANAGEMENT LAWS –
INVITATION TO ATTEND
INFORMATION SESSION
You are invited to meet with officers from the Department of
Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) to discuss changes to the
vegetation management laws.
The changes will create flexible, regionally-based vegetation
management approval systems that reduce the cost and
inconvenience on landholders.
Included in the reforms are new opportunities that allow
landholders to:


SRA has been conducting forums around the State on the future of
Research, Development and Extension (RD&E).




The Burdekin district forum was held on Wednesday and was
conducted by retired Industry Manager John King who has been
engaged by SRA as a facilitator for each forum.
The forums are a comprehensive consultation with levy payers and
other industry stakeholders for the development of a strategic plan
for the next five years.
SRA’s interim Strategic Plan has developed the following outcomes
to achieve in five years:








36 million tonnes per annum of sugarcane production.
Step change in productivity.
Increased profitability per hectare by 10-15%.
Increased commitment to the environment and community.
Industry reputation for sustainability.
Community acceptance for the sugarcane industry.
Optimised returns from diversified products.

SRA’s mission is to plan, invest in and steer a focussed, efficient,
sustainable program of RD& E projects.
Four sectors of the sugar industry that had been selected by SRA
for participants to nominate issues and actions for were
1. varieties, 2. growing, 3. harvesting and 4. milling.
Once the issues had been identified, all participants then indicated
their priority for attention for the next five years.
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Directors Russell Jordan and Steven Pilla
plus Managers Debra Burden and Wayne Smith participated in the
Burdekin forum held on Wednesday at the Kalamia Hotel.



undertake routine property management activities such as
vegetation thinning, weed control, fodder harvesting and
clearing of vegetation encroachment in accordance with
self-assessable codes and without the need to apply and
pay for permits
obtain an approval to clear native vegetation to establish,
cultivate and harvest crops
use updated exemptions to clear vegetation to maintain
essential infrastructure, for geotechnical and land surveys,
remediation of contaminated sites and as part of clean-up
operations following natural disasters
undertake environmental works, such as stabilising soil
erosion and improving the condition of remnant
vegetation.

Vegetation mapping has also been simplified through the creation
of a state-wide regulated ‘base’ map showing areas of assessable
and non-assessable vegetation. This map is supported by other
maps, which provide the necessary detail to inform landholders of
the matters that need to be considered when looking to clear
assessable vegetation.
These new laws do not allow for indiscriminate land clearing,
DNRM will continue to monitor vegetation management activities
across Queensland.
I invite you to meet with DNRM officers to discuss these changes
at the information session to be held:



Townsville, Plaza Hotel, 2 December 2013 at 10:00AM
Ayr, Ayr DNRM Office, 4 December 2013 at 10:00AM

Meetings will also be held in the following locations early in 2014:
Georgetown, Einasleigh, Cloncurry, Boulia, Normanton, Coen/
Musgrave and Cooktown
Spaces will be limited so please RSVP to this meeting by
contacting Nicole Stremouchiw on (07) 4799 7126 or email
VegetationManagementReformsNorth@dnrm.qld.gov.au.
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Smartcane Update From Gary Halliday
Smartcane BMP facilitator

GBR Strategic Assessment Brief
On the 26th November I attended a Strategic Assessment Brief organised by the
Australian Government’s –Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority as part of a
regional stakeholder and public consultative program.
A comprehensive strategic assessment of the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area
and the adjacent coastal zone is being undertaken by the Australian and Queensland
governments.
Facilitator Karen Vohland (GBRMPA) introduced guest speakers from both government
departments who summarised the draft reports.
There are two parts to the strategic assessment:
Karen Vohland, GBRMPA program facilitator & Gary
Halliday at the Strategic Assessment Brief

Great Barrier Reef Regional Strategic Assessment- led by the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority: looking at the marine component and the arrangements
in place to manage and protect the Great Barrier Reef Region.


Great Barrier Reef Coastal Zone Strategic Assessment- led by the Queensland Government: DEHP -focusing on management
arrangements in coastal areas adjacent to the Region such as Land use planning for urban, industrial and port development

The assessments are being carried out under Part 10 of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. This Act
requires two reports from each part of the strategic assessment: a Strategic Assessment Report and a Program Report forming part of a
25 year sustainability plan.
Both the marine and coastal zone draft strategic assessment and program reports are available for public consultation until 31 January
2014, and this is your chance to have your say on the Reef’s future.
Submissions from anyone interested in the Reef, or who use the Reef for recreation or their livelihoods, can be made online at
www.reefhave yoursay.com.au. Copies of the reports and supporting materials are available at this website.
Once the consultation period closes, public feedback will be considered before the reports are finalised. The final reports are then
submitted to the Minister for the Environment for endorsement. The reports endorsed by the Minister will be made available to the
public, as these will guide the future management of the Great Barrier Reef.

PAYROLL & HR UPDATE
BY TIFFANY GIARDINA
Workplace Bullying Laws

QSL ANNOUNCES
RESIGNATION OF NONEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

New workplace bullying laws will come into effect early next year.

Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) Chairman Mike Carroll today
announced the resignation of Non-Executive Director, Mark Sage.

The Fair Work Commission (FWC) has been invested with
jurisdiction to make orders in relation to workplace bullying
complaints made to it. The intention is to address workplace
bullying. It is not about penalising employers or granting
compensation. The emphasis is on conciliation and mediation.

“Mark has played an instrumental role in driving the strategic
direction of QSL for almost five years and having worked in
international roles for 30 years he is looking forward to spending
time at home with his young family,” Mr Carroll said.

The FWC is developing case management models and Benchmark
guides. Click here for the draft case management model which
provides more detail about the new regime.
Employers will need to be familiar with the new laws and ensure
they have appropriate practices, procedures and policies to deal
with this issue.

Mark brought to the role extensive experience in employee safety,
agribusiness, and the marketing of commodities into the Asian
region.
The QSL Board Selection Committee will be looking for these
qualities as they proceed with the recruitment process.
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SAFETY UPDATE
Amendments being considered to Work Health and Safety Laws
The Queensland Government has been reviewing work health
and safety laws in Queensland and giving business an
opportunity to provide feedback on those, which came into
effect on January 1st 2012. Business representatives have
generally supported the laws but considered some had a
significant compliance burden for rural industry.
Some areas identified for change included removing or deferring
audiometric testing for workers affected by high threshold noise
a streamlining some asbestos related requirements. These
changes will also be considered at a national level through the
Select Council of Workplace Relations, as it would involve
amending the national model regulations significantly.
Some of the requirements under review in the current
Queensland regulations already have a delayed commencement
until 1st January 2014 or transitional arrangements that would
expire on 31st December 2013. The Government is proposing to
extend these by 12 months up to 31st December 2014 to ensure
businesses are not placed in a situation where they are expected
to comply with requirements, which may be amended or
removed over the next year.
Rural industry exemptions were removed from regulations
almost five years ago and the rural sector must now comply with
all sections of the current regulations as they come into force.
Items of importance to rural industry includes:
Noise
The PCBU (Person Conducting a Business or Undertaking) is
required to manage the risks associated with noise at the
workplace.
Whilst there are no changes to the Regulations that require the
PCBU to provide audiometric testing for a worker, who is
frequently required to wear personal protective equipment (PPE)
to protect against exposure to noise above the standard, the
commencement has been deferred to 1 January 2015.The test
intervals will remain with initial testing within three months and
for further testing to be undertaken each two years in relation to
such a worker..
Excessive noise is to be eliminated or minimized utilising a risk
management approach. The PCBU is required to provide
effective and relevant PPE to the worker to reduce noise risk.
The level of noise that a worker is exposed to at the workplace
must not exceed the exposure standard of 85dbA, for noise.
Remote or isolated work
From 1 January 2014 the PCBU must manage risk to health and
safety of the worker associated with remote or isolated work. In
minimizing risks to health and safety of workers associated with
remote or isolated at work, the PCBU must provide a system of
work that includes effective communication with the worker.

Safe work procedures are to include assistance measures
including rescue, medical assistance and the attendance of
emergency services to workers.
Remote or isolated work means work that is isolated from the
assistance of other persons because of location, time or nature
of the work. Working alone is regarded as remote or isolated
work.
General provisions
The person conducting the business or undertaking - PCBU (most
likely to be the employer) has the duty to manage risks to health
and safety at the workplace. This means identifying hazards,
managing the risk through a process of elimination or minimizing
those risks, as far as is reasonably practicable, and by
maintaining control measures including the regular review of
control measures to ensure delivery of safety outcomes.
Providing workers with information, training and instruction in a
way that is easily understandable is the employer obligation.
The general working environment and processes under normal
working conditions and in an emergency are the responsibility of
the employer.
Government also proposed to make some amendments of a
minor or technical nature to ensure consistency with the
national model regulations. Further information about these
amendments and extension of transitional arrangements are
available on www.worksafe.qld.gov.au once they are approved.
Following consultation with business and union representatives,
the government is proposing the following model codes of
practice as Queensland Codes.
Those codes directly affecting rural industry:

Managing risks of hazardous chemicals ay the workplace
(to replace the hazardous chemicals code retained last
year)

Managing risks of plant in the workplace (to replace the
plant code retained last year)

Excavation work ( to replace some excavation related
regulations from the former 2008 regulation that was
carried over to the 2011 regulation until the new code
was finalised)

Welding processes
Those codes indirectly affecting rural industry:

Abrasive blasting (to replace the abrasive blasting code
retained last year)

Spray painting and powder coating (to replace spray
painting regulations from the previous 2008 regulation
that was carried over in the 2011 regulation until the new
code was finalised)

Demolition work

Safe design of structures

It is also proposed that the Tunnelling Code of Practice
2007 be revoked and replaced by a new national guide on
tunnelling which will be published by Safe Work Australia.
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QSL UPDATE BY
CARLA KEITH
This week we’d like to feature an update from our CEO Greg
Beashel, which addresses some current issues facing QSL and the
Queensland sugar industry.
Correcting the record on commercial agreement
While I would rather not comment on confidential commercial
arrangements publicly, I believe it is imperative that I correct the
record given claims in the media recently that QSL sold sugar
below market value.
QSL’s primary goal is to maximise your returns. As we are owned
by members, all profits are transparently returned to industry. Let
me assure you that QSL does not make agreements to sell sugar at
below market values. This goes against everything that QSL stands
for and exists to achieve. In fact, the agreement that has been
referred to, in the media, is one that has been particularly
successful in achieving strong returns for you and the wider
industry and as such QSL is looking to extend this agreement into
the future.
The element of the agreement which will not be extended relates
to the availability of funding for Mackay Sugar. This funding was
proposed to support any bid by Mackay to purchase Tully Sugar.
The funding is no longer relevant as COFCO were the eventual
purchasers. QSL continues to have a positive working relationship
with COFCO and appreciates their ongoing support.
It saddens me to say that unfortunately it appears someone is
trying to undermine the value of QSL, and by association the
Queensland sugar industry, during a period when discussions are
occurring about future marketing arrangements. Distributing
confidential documents which are part of normal business dealings
and trying to create false speculation does nothing but risk
undermining the value that QSL creates for growers and millers
throughout Queensland.
Please be assured that QSL will continue to act in the best interests
of both growers and millers in maximising returns for the industry.
Changes to the raw sugar supply agreement
The changes to the raw sugar supply agreement that give milling
companies the option to buy their economic interest sugar back
from QSL and sell it directly to customers have been made. This
economic interest sugar will still be part of the raw sugar supply
agreement and will pass through QSL’s pooled quality and logistics
system, pricing pools and advances program. Canegrowers have
been part of the working group that documented these changes. A
key principle applied to the contractual changes was that those not
participating in buying back economic interest sugar from QSL
should not be any worse off. The QSL Board has signed off on the
new contract and it is going through the Board approval process
with each of the participants. The changes will be implemented for
the 2014 season.

MARKET OVERVIEW
BY QSL TREASURER
STEPHEN STONE
Sugar
Raw sugar prices have continued to weaken in recent weeks,
tempering market enthusiasm that had seen futures trade as high
as 20 c/lb. Market participants are left to ponder the sudden
change in sentiment, with the front contract falling to the 17.50 c/
lb. level last week.
What has changed? In a nutshell, not a great deal. The logistical
issues caused by the fire in Brazil have delayed sugar shipments
until Q1 2014, effectively extending the time taken to deal with the
current surplus. With flat prices now encouraging renewed
demand and with a likely delay to the Thai crush, we expect price
support at these levels.
Interestingly, at the same time sugar prices have fallen over 10%
from the recent highs, Brazil’s currency has also weakened by a
similar percentage. The manner in which sugar prices track the
Brazilian Real becomes increasingly obvious as we approach the
production costs for the world’s largest sugar producer. A simple
takeaway here suggests sugar market participants need worry less
about sugar fundamentals during the inter-crop period and pay
more attention to currency movements.
QSL’s core sugar view remains positive. We see a return to a
tighter global balance sheet for raw sugar as sugar producers in all
countries respond to a three-year price downtrend. The market
does have some sugar surplus still to digest with weaker refining
and physical premiums adjusting to help this process.
Currency
The Australian dollar has continued to consolidate at the lower end
of recent ranges, finding exporter support at the US92.5 cent level.
What is very encouraging with regard to currency developments is
how easily our dollar weakened over the past two weeks as
evidence of a recovering US economy continued to emerge.
The outlook for the Australian dollar is also positive for the sugar
industry locally. The currency had found support under US90 cents,
yet moved to US98 cents as the market awaits confirmation of the
US economic recovery. With recent stronger data from the world’s
largest economy, the Australian dollar has shown how vulnerable it
is to investor preference for US dollar assets. With diverging
economic growth between Australia and the US continuing, we see
a weaker currency into 2014.
US monetary officials have been very active in having market
participants understand policy has two main tools. As the US
tapers its economic support via printing money, interest rates will
not automatically increase. Officials will taper support, yet ensure
interest rates are kept low so as not to impede the US economic
recovery. This is a significant change in how the market will likely
react to policy changes next year. We feel this will still see a lower
Australian dollar, yet the speed and size of the fall may be less than
many expect.

Greg Beashel.
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PRICING INFORMATION
2013 Season Advances & Payments
as at 1 November 2013
% estimated
return

$/tonne IPS
Initial *
22 August 13*
26 September 13*
24 October 13*
21 November 13
19 December 13
23 January 14
20 February 14
20 March 14
24 April 14
22 May 14
26 June 14
Final Payment

$219
$235
$256
$262
$275
$285
$313
$323
$333
$343
$363
$383
$404

77.5%
80.0%
82.5%
85.0%
90.0%
95.0%
100%

* paid
+ scheduled

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for 2013
will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For individual
advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 28 November 2013
Gross
$407
$439
$471
$492

2013 Season
2014 Season
2015 Season
2016 Season

Net
$383
$415
$447
$468

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 15 November 2013
$/Tonne IPS GROSS
QSL Harvest Pool

$393

QSL Discretionary Pool

$396

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$409

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$391

QSL US Quota Pool

$472

QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool

$428

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$415

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published
on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated regularly and
provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current
season.
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DATES TO REMEMBER
Friday, 29 November
BBIFMAC AGM & Meeting
9.30 - 12.00
Burdekin PCYC

CANEGROWERS WEATHER
UPDATE
The forecast for Brandon is represented below.
Visit on the weather section on the CANEGROWERS website for
more information http://www.canegrowers.com.au/f/Weather/

Wednesday, 4 December
WIS Water Quality Discovery Tour
8.45am
CANEGROWERS Burdekin, Ayr

Friday, 13 December
Horan & Bird Solar BBQ
12.00pm
CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill

Friday, 13 December
End of Harvest Golf Classic
Ayr Golf Course
Ambrose Teams of 6
$16 per person

CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED
To lease / rent long term
50 acres with liveable house/shed for mature
working couple.
Can supply references.
Phone Lynne 4782 6694 or Jeff 0427 826 773

FARM HAND WANTED
Casual farm hand wanted
Up River, Home Hill area
Ph: 0427 827 114

CHAIRS FOR HIRE
CANEGROWERS Project and Training
Centre
$10 plus $0.50 per Chair
Plus GST
75 Available
To book please phone 4782 1922
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Queensland Farmers’
Federation
Federation—
—Update

CONTACT DETAILS
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm

4790 3600
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Debra Burden

Regional Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Palmer

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

4790 3605

PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Office Open By Appointment
Gary Halliday

Cane BMP Project Officer

4782 1922

REGIONAL PLANNING LEGISLATION INTRODUCED
THE Regional Planning and Interests Bill has entered State
Parliament, promising a new regime for the way that
resources and development activities interact with the
agricultural sector. QFF has been actively involved in the
negotiations around this bill and will provide detailed comment
in President Joanne Grainger’s column in this Thursday’s
Queensland Country Life. The bill is to provide transition from
the Strategic Cropping Land legislation, which was a resource
protection mechanism, to a planning approach, meaning it is
shifting toward protect uses of land rather than soils. In the
end, miners, CSG companies, land developers want the same
thing as farmers – certainty over their ability to invest and
grower their businesses securely – added to that a farmers
desire for flexibility in farming practice and recognition of
existing usage.

0438 747 596

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our” means
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our directors, officers, agents and
employees. This newsletter has been compiled in good faith by CBL .
Although we do our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or representations about the
suitability, reliability, currency or accuracy of the information we present in
this newsletter, for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, we
accept no responsibility for any loss, damage, cost or expense incurred by
you as a result of the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole responsibility and
risk associated with the use and results of the information appearing in this
newsletter, and you agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of, or in connection
with the use of this newsletter. We recommend that you contact CBL
before acting on any information provided in this newsletter.

CSG INQUIRY AT STATE PARLIAMENT
QFF attended the public hearing of the Agriculture, Resources
and Environment Committee of the Queensland Parliament on
20 November as part of the committee’s enquiry into the
Protection of Prime Agricultural Land and Other Land from
Coal Seam Gas Bill 2013. The intent of the Bill, prepared by
the Member for Condamine and Katter Australia Party MP,
Ray Hopper, is to prohibit coal seam gas exploration and
mining on all land south and east of Chinchilla and on
Strategic Cropping Land throughout the State. The Bill also
proposes that all existing approvals for CSG activities in these
areas be cancelled without compensation.
Presentations were made to the Committee by the
Queensland Resources Council, the Soil Science Society, the
Condamine Catchment Management Association and the
Oakey Coal Action Alliance. Issues raised during the public
hearing included whether prohibition is a preferred approach
to co-existence; whether cancelling existing CSG approvals
without compensation would represent a significant
investment risk; and whether proposals by the Queensland
Government to protect priority agricultural areas through
regional plans and the proposed Regional Planning and
Development Bill would be a better approach. The committee
is required to report to Parliament by 9 December 2013.
QFF AT INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY FORUM
QFF last week attended a State Government forum looking at
digital productivity in agriculture. Discussion focussed on
avenues where digital technology can assist and improve
agricultural productivity and profitability. The forum was run by
the Department of Science, Information Technology,
Innovation and the Arts and brought together experts from the
IT industry and agricultural industries to discuss ways the two
industries can collaborate in the future, with a view to assisting
the State Government’s target of doubling agricultural
production by 2040. QFF Communications and Policy Officer
Brad Pfeffer spoke on the panel during the forum, along with
representatives from AgForce, DAFF, and regional
universities.
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National Farmers’ Federation
Federation—
—Update
NFF welcomes new President Brent Finlay

Mr Finlay has served in representatives roles for 13 years,
rising from President of the Traprock Wool Association in
2000 to Senior Vice President of WoolProducers Australia in
2008. He became President of AgForce Queensland in
2010, and Vice President of the NFF in 2013, before being
elected NFF President on Monday 18 November 2013. For
more, read our media release here.

Committee structure & call for nominations
The NFF AGM saw Members agree to a new committee
structure and appoint committee and taskforce chairs, as
follows. Nominations are now being sought for committee
members – for more, please contact Amanda Tankey on 02
6169 5666.
 Innovation Committee – Hollie Baillieu
 Competitiveness Committee – David Jochinke
 Trade Committee – Brent Finlay
 Natural Resources Committee – Gerald Leach
 People and Workforce Committee – Charles Armstrong
 Agriculture and Community Committee – Lyndon Mulligan
 Drought Taskforce – Christine Rolfe
 Biosecurity Taskforce – Bill Bray
 Water Taskforce – Les Gordon
 Animal Welfare Taskforce
 AgVet Chemicals Taskforce – Reg Kidd

NFF thanks Duncan Fraser

NTC’s Heavy Vehicle Charges Determination Forums

The NFF would like to take this opportunity to sincerely
thank outgoing NFF President, Duncan Fraser, who took the
reins of the NFF in April. We thank Mr Fraser for his
outstanding contribution to the NFF as President over the
past seven years, and through many other roles over the
past 19 years – and his wider contribution via agricultural
representation over the past 27 years. Mr Fraser has led the
NFF through a tumultuous period in federal politics, and we
thank him for his dedicated service to the NFF and to
Australian farmers.

The National Transport Commission (NTC) is currently
undertaking a heavy vehicle determination, a process which
provide recommendations on the registration and road user
fuel charges for heavy vehicles. Proposed heavy vehicles
charging options will soon be released for public consultation
on the NTC website. Following this, the NTC will embark on
a series of consultation forums in each state and territory.
For more information, please see here or call the toll free line
on 1800 907 834.

In addition, the NFF would like to thank outgoing Board
Director Alf Cristaudo for his significant contribution to the
NFF over the past 10 years, particularly in his roles as
Treasurer and Chair of the Finance and Audit Committee

The Brand Australia Global Food Strategy webinars

The NFF this week welcomes incoming President Brent
Finlay, who was elected at NFF’s AGM and Members’
Council meeting in Canberra earlier this week. Mr Finlay, of
the Traprock region in south east Queensland, has more
than 25 years’ experience in agriculture through his family’s
farming business, where he has worked extensively in
sheep, wool, cattle, grain and hay production. He currently
runs ‘Cooinda,’ a sheepmeat, wool and beef property with
his three daughters.

New NFF board elected
The full NFF board elections were also held at the NFF’s
AGM this week, with Christine Rolfe (AgForce QLD) elected
as NFF Vice President, and Fiona Simson (NSW Farmers’
Association), Peter Tuohey (Victorian Farmers Federation),
Ian Burnett (AgForce QLD), David Jochinke (Victorian
Farmers’ Federation) and Les Gordon (Ricegrowers
Association of Australia) elected to the Board.
For more, read our media release here.
Deloitte Report – Economic Activity attributable to crop
protection
A Deloitte Access Economic Study released this week,
commissioned by CropLife Australia, analyses the positive
impacts of the crop protection industry on the Australian
economy – particularly through crop values and job
production. For more, read the full report here.

AusTrade will be hosting two online webinars on Monday 25
November and Tuesday 3 December, aimed at delivering
initial research results of the Brand Australia Global Food
Strategy (BAGFS) on behalf of the Department of
Agriculture. The BAGFS is a national initiative to develop
and deliver a globally recognised brand for Australian food,
food technology and services that builds on Australia’s
reputation as a producer of premium quality, safe and
competitive food products.
The webinars will present the initial research undertaken of
the research program, looking at international market
association with Australian food, competitive comparison, the
latest international consumer trends and future predictions
for the industry. For more information and to register online,
please see here.
WeedSmart ‘Ask an Expert’ Webinar: Harvest weed seed
control
The next WeedSmart ‘Ask an Expert’ webinar topic is now
available, which brings together leading weed researchers,
farmers and agronomists to share ideas and answer
questions to the latest information regarding weed seed
control at harvest. Participants are given the opportunity to
ask their own questions to the panel, whether it be based on
harvest weed seed control, or any other herbicide resistance
management strategy, using Twitter @WeedSmartAU or on
the WeedSmart website.
You can also email questions in advance to Cindy Benjamin
cindyb@coxinall.com.au.
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